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v Dawn Execution .F
Awaits Convicted
Y'-"-
"'
By Usa Reyvick ;
". Special to the Wooster Voice
- Lisa Vickery, Editor-in-Chie- f of .
The Wooster Voice will be shot at
sunrise tomorrow after being
convicted without trial for crimes .
of acute satire and attempted
humor. : In addition to those
crimes, " charges were brought',
against Ms. Vickery for disturbing
the r peace at ' "the College of
Wooster. " r
.
: t -
. The incident arose last FridayT
Aprfl 27 when The Wooster Voice
printed the-firs- t of a series of
satirical columns . entitled "MD
2020 Profiles." - " '
--
' An underground organization
known as Fifth Section was first
charged with the crime but was
released when proven innocent.
Authorities concluded that the
Delts were not capable ofany such
humor. '.. ; .
"
'. Ms. ' Vickery was taken 5 into
custody last week but released on
bail in order that she may continue .
to collect $3,200 in uncollected
advertising revenue in order to .
save the newspaper from default.
UoortJier arrest ithe '-ed- itor .was
informed otlierTarfanfes. 'She -- then
pleaded innocent, claiming not to ,
have known humor was illegal
within the college campus
boundaries. ' -
i Ms. Vickery was also charged
with and convicted of harboring
dangerous criminal minds, being
that the instigators of "MD 2020
Profiles" remain anonymous and
are at large,.
: J Although the verdict has been
reached, appeals to the case in
support of Ms. Vickery's action i
are being taken and should be sent I
toSave Our Editor," Box 3187. I
1
i
3
--
...:. ft i u
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CONDEMNED EDITOR of..
The Wooster Voice smokes
her first and last cigarette
preparing to meet the fate she
has brought upon herself.'
Execution photography by Amy
Sancetta. .- ; s.
Fate Of Houses .'
Determined Soon
"
.". By Pat Sweeney
. In' the next two weeks the
Assistant Dean of Students and
the Director of Housing will decide
whether or not to keep open
several of the small non-progra- m
houses. The bouses in jeopardy
are: Stevens, Grosjean, Howrnan,
Faller, Keiffer, and Calcei. Any of --
these seven, and possibly all of
them,ifnay be closed as a result of
decreasing student enrollment
V The elimination of these small
houses is just one component of a
process that has been taking place
because of the decrease in student
enrollment over the past years.
Last year the college rearranged
rooming space - within the
cont'd, on pg. 3
Livingston Taylor and Alex Bevin To
Perform Tomorrow Night For Students
Tomorrow night Livingston
Taylor will be performing in
McGaw Chanel alona with special
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR (above) and ALEX BEVIN will be
performing tomorrow niht. Photo by Amy Sancetta. -
Students Respond To Situation At
Hand During SGA
.
By Louise A. Blum
An S.G.A. sponsored "Gripe
Session" was held Monday night
as a chance for students to
officially voice their complaints
concerning school-relate- d
problems. Moderating the event
were the aptly termed "masters of
ceremony" Cindy Raftus and
Marcus Pohlmann who were
present ' for the purpose of
interjecting occasional comments
in an effort to "keep things
relatively orderly."
The first subject attacked was
that .of food service. The
discussion opened with a question
by freshman Steve Travers on why --
students missing meals are given
only $1.40 worth of food at Mom's
when meals in Lowry Center sell
for over two dollars. The response
was given by Howard Raber, who
said bluntly: TU be quite honest
Seven Rubella
Cases Reported
As of mid-wee- k, seven known
cases of Rubella, also known as
German or "3-da-y" measles, have
been "r.enorted "af Hygeia'HalT
according to Dr. Viola Starzman.
The epidemic, it seems, has been
confined mostly within the
members of Sixth section.
Dr. Startzman stated that,
"There are very few complications
with Rubella except in women in
their first three months (or first
cont'd, on pg. 3 . .
guest Alex Bevin at 7 p.m. This
acoustic guitar concert is being
sponsored by, the Student
Activities Board. ' ;
- As of earlier this week, ticket
sales for the show were much
lower , than had been hoped or
anticipated by the SAB members.
The lack of response on the part of
the student body to special
activities such as this event has
caused the concert committee to
question anyone's ability to ever
please such a fickle group of
people.
Last quarter, a large part of the
audience attracted to the Charlie
Daniels Band, whose appearance
was also sponsored by the SAB,
was drawn from the Wooster
cont'd, front pg. 3Security Tightens
.
By Sammy ,
Parking -- . seems to be a
controversial issue on campus this
quarter, particularly with Security.
Despite a shortage of manpower
they are trying to enforce the laws
on "parking violations. The
methods they use are ticketing
and towing.
. Parking violations are
numerous. A few are: problems
with " cars unregistered with
Security., cars parked in lots not
we try to make money." It is much
cheaper, he continued, to prepare
food at Lowry or Kittredge than at
Mom's. Dave Maurice then took
the stand, declaring food service
workers "victims of exploitation."
While hired high school students
receive minimum wage, College
students are paid sub-minimu- m.
This comment was countered by
another student, who reminded
Maurice that if students were paid
minimum wage, the increase
would ' come out of tuition.
CONCERNED STUDENTS LISTENED as Don Campbell told of
discontent with the avaflable library resources and research
tooU d" Monday night "Gripe Session." Photo by Utli
SchwartM.
Admissions Office Optimistic For
Increased Black Enrollment In '80
By Tracey Dils
Greg Bryant, Assistant director
of Admissions and Coordinator of
Black Recruitment, revealed this
week that the College is attracting
about the same number of Black
freshmen as it did last year, a
significant increase from the
number of Black freshmen
entering Wooster two years ago.
Bryant's plan for recruitment has"
included increasing the application
pool, i.e. generating more
applications to more potential
Black students ' all around the
country. These past two years,
this task has been partially
: achieved through the Admissions
Office participation in the National
Search Program. .
Response rate from the
program is only 4, but may
improve with further participation.
The Black Student Association
plays an active role in Black
recruitment and specifically . had
an active part in the planning and
Parking Reflations
assigned lO inem, yutsi icurMiiy,
paiKing in iruill Ul yi ivaie
residences, and parking in the
crosswalk, mail loading zones, or
handicapped parking spaces in
front of Lowry
Unregistered cars now get
towed at the owner's expense".
Often guest cars have been towed
because they were illegally parked
and unregistered with Security.
The only two panting areas
permitted
,
to guests are
cont'd, on pg. 3 . .
Another complaint concerning
food service was voiced by junior
John Carwyle, who spoke of the
"problems a vegetarian has at the
College of Wooster." He
advocates the serving of at least
one vegetarian meal a day. This
issue was furthered by another
. student, who emphasized the
"growing need for vegetarians to
get together and do something,"
and who was promptly informed
that there had been an attempt to
cont'd, on pg. 4
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cjtmrma out or ruark Prmtnertiuo
Student Weekend over Easter.
The weekend began on Thursday
evening- - with registration. On
Fridav students attended class.
participated in a Financial Aid
Session andor had interviews.
Black faculty- - held a general
seminar and Friday evening Vicki
Green presented a special
production " of Renascence.
Saturday several Black alumni
spoke on job opportunities and
liberal arts in general. Sunday, the
' gospel ensemble appeared. Bryant
feels that the response from the
weekend was positive and is
optimistic that the 16 students that
cont'd, on pg. 3
Congressman Miller
To Conclude Series
Congressman George Miller will
be visiting the campus on Monday,
May 7, addressing students in the
Lean Lecture Room at 8:15 p.m.
Representative Miller is the fourth
and final speaker in a year-lon- g
rSi
the Student Activities Board.
George Miller, democrat from
California, was first elected in 1974
and then re-elect- ed in 1976 by a
wide margin of 76 of the vote.
Representative Miller has played
an active roie m iegisiaion
concerning nuclear satety
nutrition, federal aid to education,
federal water policy, children and
fami1o hta of the
handicapped and labor law
reform.
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MD 2020 ProfUes Were
Misinterpreted By Many
The Wooster Voice has finally succeeded in stirring students and .
administrators, some to laughter and some to anger. The reaction to
last week's "MD 2020 Profiles" has developed into a large scale
' controversy that has been a mixture of outcries, approval, confusion
and an excess of misinterpretation. -
The primary misinterpretation is of the purpose of the "MD 2020
Profiles." The Profiles are meant as verbal caricatures, not character ,
assassinations. Those who found it humorous understood that fact '
and were receptive to what was perhaps a pointed but innocent
commentary.
President Henry Copeland was chosen to be the first subject of the
weekly feature "MD 2020 Profiles" because of his authority.
President Copeland being the representative figure of prominence on
this campus that he is, occupies a position that is always in. the
spotlight and therefore always a target. Why is it that cartoonists, --
comedians and satirists can poke at national political leaders,
religious jeaders and other celebrities but The Wooster Voice must .
remain true to its sycophantic nature?
For those who objected, I address the question of whether or not it
was in poor taste by examining the context of the Profiles. The
advertisement is an obvious take-of-f of Dewar's Profiles, and so the
setting for humor is inherent. In that light, it is clear that the ad should
not be taken as a personal attack.
.
'
Establishing that the ex-Del- ts had no part in this feature
whatsoever, The Wooster Voice upholds that if Fifth Section had in
fact submitted and paid for the ad, it never would have been printed. It
then would have been in exceptionally poor taste, classifiable as a
cheap shot and an act of revenge.
The impression given is that half of this campus appears to have a
distorted sense of reality commonly known as a lack of a sense of
humor. If everything that goes on on this campus is taken so
seriously, what will we do when we are forced to leave our protected
environment and realize how frightfully serious this world really is?
We should laugh while we have the chance. v7
In the end, as editor, I maintain that I would rather be executed for
taking shots at individuals with blank cartridges than for the murder
of an entire student body who has been bored to death.
They Just Talk, Talk,
Talk, Talk,
Dear Editor, - t
After witnessing all of the talk
that traveled around here last
Friday after the campus was hit
with the first Mad Dog 2020
Profile, I felt that the Editor of tbe
publication that printed such a
thing should get some kind of
written response. My only
comment is directed to the vast
number of hypocritical students
on this campus: If you placed any
Nighttime Women Joggers Outraged
Dear Editor:
We are writing this letter in
order to share a very distasteful
experience we had earlier this'
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Talk, Talk
value on your judgement of right
and wrong, I would think you'd
have guts enough to stand up and
say something publically by
sending a letter to the editor, the
source of your grievance. Your
actions lead me to believe that you
are illiterate.
Most sincerely perturbed,
IlsaReyvick- -
week. We are women, students at
Wooster like most of you reading
this letter. We are also runners
and prefer to run at night. We are
Lisa Vickery
,
Tracey DUs
Louise Blum 0
. . . Martha Oesch H
7. . . . ...... ... . . . Hank Sperry i
Amy Sancetta ,
Keith Allen, Dave Gilliss II
Chris Baker II
Copy Editor Lori Carlson
Production Manager .. Mary Ann Wootfie
Reporting Staff: . Robin Wilson, Dianna Trover,
Kevin Kilcornmons, Brigit Staatsen, Dan Harkins, Susie Estil,
Diana Lutz, Amy Havener, Cathy Garrigus, Sarah Frey.
Photography:........ John Walsh, Greg Tertian, Leslie Schwartz.
Reinstitution
A military personnel subcom-
mittee in the House of
Representatives approved a bill
aware of the sad fact that there are
certain risks associated with being
female and running at night. For
this reason we had chosen to run
on campus streets, rather than on
the track which is unlit. We have
always felt reasonably secure
running on these streets, although
we have had to deal with cars
' beeping and individuals' yelling
rude things at us from their cars.
The fact "that we are almost
' resigned to this type of behavior is
pretty sad in itself. Until recently
the abuse has been limited to
' individuals in. passing cars. The
. warm weather seems to bring out
the, more . obnoxious traits in
people and we have found that the
rude and crude remarks are no
longer limited to passing cars. We
run in the vicinity of several male
dorms and we have found that
some of the occupants have no
reservations about yeDing out their
own choice comments that are, at
the very least, rude and insulting.
The realization that it is our peers
responding to us in this degrading
way
... is infuriating. We had
previously thought that the male
student body .at Wooster was
sensitive to the problems that
women have in being regarded as
equal persons in their own right.
f
of Draft Calls for Action
this past Monday requiring men
turning 18 after December 31,
1980 to register for the draft.
This bill and about nine others
are currently in Congress awaiting
debate and possible ratification.:
both the department of Defense
and Congress are unsure of public '
sentiments towards the draft.
Congressman John Seiberling
has composed a letter opposing
the draft which will be sent
.
to'
President Carter when 50
additional congress people have
signed it. It is important therefore,
to let our. congresspeople,
senators and the President to ;
..cont'd, on pg. 3 V-- ' ' .' 7'
HOW SECURE DO YOU FEEL?
- On April 29, 1979, at 23Q p.m., a College of Wooster student was
seated in Mom's Truck Stop smoking a harmless Indian cigarette 7
known as a "beedie."He was soon approached by twoyoung security
officers who ordered him into the security office and to "bring '
whatever it was" he was smoking with him. When he attempted to " 7
.explain the situation, he was cut short, and security again ordered ''.
him into the security office for questioning. '
Without being told the nature of his crime, he was asked for hisI.D. 1
number, his home telephone number, his social security number, his
room number and his dorm. The cigarette butt was carefully placed in
a sealed envelope along with its ashes that had been retrieved from 7:
the ash tray and sent "downtown" for analysis. He was released after .
being told "if there's any dope in that, youTl be hearing from the --7Dean's office."
.
.
. --"- ;
This singular incident raises serious questions' concerning the-7-natu- re
of security procedures and their effectiveness. First of all; one; --7
wonders if any student, regardless of his smoking habits, would j -
actually be sitting in Mom's smoking a joint; The student in this
situation was automatically assumed to be "smoking dope" and had
no cnance to aetena nimseif or to explain that the cigarette he was- -
smoking contained no marijuana:. Finally, the student was asked to
gjve personal data without knowing the nature of his crime, security's --7
the story is, "don't smoke funny cigarettes, whatever they contain, in -
Dublic daces around camous. You never know what mioht hanrvm "7 "
Some of seeurinVfi other arrrrnnlishrrumta Wc Ko '
towing " of unregistered cars trorn 'dorm parking lots and the;
apprehension of a "criminal" who carried a toy machine gun into the
Cage. I ask you, "do you feel secure? 7 ' ' - " .
j Portography........ John Walsh, GregTonian, Leslie Schwartz. cqud persons in the pght.
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DIRECTING THE DISCUSSION during Monday's SGA 'Gripe
Session were Moderators Cyndi Raftus and Marcus Pohlmann.
Lori Carlson was in charge of recording the 'gripes.' Photo by Leslie
Schwartz. ' -
Hara PfOCOnfc KOnfafiuP interiors as well. Another
Tonight at 7:30 Erin O'Hara will
present a senior voice recital in
Mackey Hall (Westminster
Church House.) This recital is the
culmination of Ms. 0Hara's four
years as a voice major here at the
college and serves as a senior LS.
project.
The hour of music will consist of
Kantate 51 by J.S. Bach, a cycle of
Camera Shop
IN TMS RAM ADA INN - -
Spring is here. Get your cameras out.
We have everything you need here at
Pike's Peak Camera Shop
MD 20 20 PEIOFUJSG(pronounced Mod Dog 2020) Donald L. Noll
-
4. 1879
songs by Samuel Barber, a cycle of
songs for high voice and harp by
Benjamin Britten and an aria from ',
an opera by Carlisle Floyd. ,
Guest artists in this recital j
include Toni Arnold, Jack
Gallagher, Robert Hamilton, Deb
i Schwinn, Lisa Vickery, Susan
tCopeland, ' Heidi Rian, John
Russell and Patrice Lockhart. A
reception will follow the recital
Students Respond To Situ
HandD
.cont'd, from pg. 1 - "- -
institute some sort of vegetarian
program last year, but it was --
dropped for lack of student
interest.-- . Freshman DeniseAhlquist here took the.
opportunity to mention that not all
schools - have the mandatory
twenty-on- e meal a week plan that
Wooster has. Others provide
options where students who never
eat breakfast or who consistently, -l-
eave campus on weekends are
able to arrange for less meals a'
week. - -
.
The next topic discussed '
concerned the 'various problems .
of housing. A student from the
Resident Life Advisory Board
, brought up the funds allocated to
painhng and "otherwise improving
the exteriors of houses,
"nientioning that he would like to
student questioned ' why dorms
"have to be program to be co-ed- "
and was informed by Bill Band,
vice-preside- nt of academic affairs,
Conceptual Artist
Patsy NorveH, an artist living
and working in New York City, will
be visiting the campus on
.
Thursday, May 10. Norveb creates '
Environmental sculpture which is
sculpture that effects its
.
surroundings or creates a new
environment. - "
Norvell has studied with
conceptual artist Robert Morris at
Hunter College and later assisted
' sculptor David Smith with a west
coast project. In the late 1960's she
moved to New York's Soho area
where her work was shown at the
Nancy Hoffman Gallery. In 1972
she helped found a feminist art co-
op, " the Artists in Residence
Gallery (A.I.R.). Her work has
since appeared at various
Occupation: Robber Boron
Age: Negotiable
Ilobbiest Counting money;
thinking up new excuses
for overpricing; counting
money; polishing dimes;
counting your money
Most Memorable Cook: -
How to Run o Monopoly
forfun ond Profit
Latest
Accomplishment:
DerrKxistroting less than
total compliance with
President Carter's inflation
guidelines by increasing
laundry costs by 60
Quotes: "I'm fully licensed to exploit."
.
,
"You got off easy this year with laundry rickets. Next year you'll need rickets to get
into your rooms."
"Hey, I only work here."
.
,":
. -
"I can give you a dollar for it." - -
Coals: To merge with Howard Rater's empire.
Fortune 500. "
.
-
-- V. . .'
Selling the words to "Bennie and the Jets" . - :
Inventing new necessities ::;.-- r ;. --';-'. '--r
ProCle: Maximizes profits while minimizing satisfaction. T
--
His Drink: MD 2020 - Would you buy a u?d book fr r" - ; -
that the school was just acting
according to the "rules adopted by
the Board of Trustees." Mary
Beidler declared at one point in the
session that if dorms were co-e- d
by doors there would be no need
for a program. Sophomore Dave
Barbarino mentioned the vast
differences in "the qualities of the
houses,"" and freshman Bob
Yopko joined in to inquire into the
rumor that when the Peanuts and
Ekos applied for Stevenson they
were told that the dorm rooms
there "weren't fit for women,"
asking why such rooms were
considered fit for men. Cindy
Raftus here explained that this
rumor was untrue. The varying
quality of housing proved the start
of a lengthy debate. Dave Maurice
suggested that different prices be
charged for different rooms. This,
however, incurred objections by
several students, one of whom
stated that such practice would be
elitist, enabling wealthier students
to live in better dorms while those
less wealthy would be forced to
To Visit Campus
galleries, including the Whitney
Museum of American Art. She has
constructed pieces on Wards
Island on the East River, at Battery
Park Landfill at the tip of
Manhattan,. and in upstate New
York. : vThis past winter -- quarter
Wooster student,. Jenny Oakley
worked as an assistant to Norvell
through the G.L.C.A. New York
Arts Program.'
j-No-
rvell
'Yoe'C'talkiriS and
showing slides of her work on May
10 at 4 p.m. in the large lecture
room in the Art Center Museum.
.
-
n 11vrw muimm
Auditions for the 1979-8- 0
Wooster Chorus will be held
next week, May 7-1- 2. Sign up
in the Music Office In Merz
Hall any day from 830-12.-0- 0
or 1:00-4:0-0.
t l.g.l.f.f .l.tJJH.g.t-l.-t l.l.t 1.1.1.
PIqzq Beauty Center
Unisex Hairstyling &
The latest styling for
both Guy5& Gals '
262-084- 1
(located in lower level of College
' Hills Shopping Center) ' - f .
9 Q.m. 5
.
' Tues. evening
CLOSED
inhabit those of lesser quality. A
suggestion was" made that the
built-i- n furniture be removed and
. replaced with moveable furniture,
thus making the rooms "a lot more
liveable." . Another student
proposed that the students take
over, the basic ' maintenance,
rather .than hiring people to do it.
r The student from the RLAB
explained that improvements had
been attempted in dormitories
such "as 'Arrnington, ; such as
knocking out walls and converting
doubles to triples in an effort to
eliminate what Barbarino
previously termed "cubbeyholes,"
but had found it impossible given
the enrollment. "We're sorry," he
sighed, "But there's nothing else
we can do." . . Tt
Cindy Weiler commented on
the- - possible closing - of': small
houses, saying: "We are losing a
very important part "of Wooster if
we v start closing dowrf small
houses."
--
- Another target of complaint was
Andrews Library."; One senior
termed the books outdated, and
stated that he felt both his junior
and senior - LS. - projects - had
suffered because of this, asking
why Wooster's library couldn't be
I "kept" up just like Oberlin's or
somewhere else's." Another
student' expanded the library
: complaints to include those people
who - go to the library for the
purpose of socializing rather than
studying.
The lack of holidays was also
rrjtey ..wezMpk! JV-Baird- , ,&t the
institution, of holidays would
necessitate the lengthening of the
academic year into June. This is,
he assured the audience, a
problem considered by EPC every
"
.
: "'year. -
..":-- -'
7 Miscellaneous complaints
included .. the absence of an
-- anthropology department and the
practice of having graduation on a
weekday
.
and thus preventing :
many .parents from attending.
David GuOey announced that ISC
..
should not be chartered as a part
cont'd, on pg. 5 - - --
p.rri. Daily
- men only
MONDAY
: V
Anti-Nucle- ar Demonstration
Planned For Washington ; :
-
"r This coming Sunday, May 6th,
an anti-nucle- ar demonstration will
take place in Washington, D.C. It
will attract thousands of citizens
from all over the nation and in all
probability will turn out to be the
largest anti-nucle- ar demonstration
r in U.S. history. It comes in light of
the growing national concern over
America's increasing dependence
on nuclear power and
.
also the
impending catastrophic threat of
nuclear war. --
;; The May 6th demonstration is
organized around the theme of
.putting the "nuclear industry on
trial" though many people feel the
trial has taken place and a verdict
of guilty has come back from such
--
.
places as Detroit and Harris burg.
. Detroit experienced a partial
meltdown of the nuclear reactor
nedr .there in 1966, and then there
is the recent incident at Three Mile
Island. Three Mile Island is right
next door to Harrisburg which is
the capital of Pennsylvania. These
are only two of many accidents
involving nuclear power.
Anti-nucle- ar activists have been
.
' at work for quite some time now,
organizing and staging demonstra-
tions near --nuclear power plants
across the country. Their hard-lin- e
stand is proving itself successful in
attracting national attention to the
issue.r The recent incident at
Harrisburg where the breakdown
at the nuclear powerplant was due
to both mechanical and human
error, serves as perfect example of '
what "hard-liners- " promise js an
incident amongJhe first of many,
more to come;r"-rr- "
Black Recruiting
Response is Good
( cont'd, from pg. 1 "
attended the weekend will choose
to come to Wooster.
Bryant feels that BlackWhite
relations are improving on campus
but are still a major problem and
may deter some Black students .
from attending. The college itself is
raising its profile considerably and
putting into effect several anti-
discrimination proposals and this
should help recruitment in the
future. 3Phere Is a need, Bryant
feelsTfcMf the Administration and .
the Faculty . to make a more
definite committment to the
recruitment of Black students. We
need to employ more Black
faculty, more Black administrators
as role models for Black students.
Bryant hopes that an intern wiD be
added to the Admissions staff next
year, with hisher duties directly
relating to Black recruitment.
Bryant points out that Wooster
Js about even in Black recruitment
"
with schools "like Wooster," those
,
being Denison, Ohio Wesleyan-- "
and Kenyon.
Seven Cases of Measles Reported
zont'd. from pg. 1 .
rimester) of a pregnancy. If that
ccurs, she has a high risk, (some
- udies say as high as 69) of
ving" birth to',-chil- d with
' indness, deafness, mental
- tardation or - congenital heart
- Certainly the Harrisburg
incident alters the nature of the
nuclear controversy. ' The U.S.
Congress had been on the verge of
relaxing the rules for licensing
nuclear plants. As a result of
Harrisburg, that action has been
brought into question.
Besides "trying" the corpora-- '
tions who own the reactors, the
May 6th demonstration will serve
to "try" the Federal Government,
who from the beginning had put its
stamp of approval on nuclear
development. Answers to thejustified concerns of the American
populace are sought but
"confidence in the veracity,
competence, -- and good faith of
those dishing out the official
information is under challenge."
The act of reassurance itself has
over the years become not just
part of the recurrent drama of
disillusion, but on some
unforgettable occasions, a cynical
element in the attempt to spin the
public"
- The endorsers ' of the
demonstration come from - a
cont'd, on rxj. 6
i ... i -- ,, .
Senior Week Committee
Busy With Spring Plans
By Sabrina Johnson
This year's Senior Week
committee, consisting of about ten
members, is co-chair- ed by Artie
Kropp and Barb MacBride. The
committee has weekly meetings
Tuesday at 8 o'clock in Lowry
Center Room . 119, - and the
members encourage all seniors to
come , and participate. The
purpose of this committee is to
raise money for Senior Week and
the Senior class gift and to plan
activities for that week.
Friday, May 4, there will be a
faculty and administration Talent
Show during Happy Hour in the
Cage; all profits are going to the
Small Housing Living Option Suffers
Effects of Decreasing Enrollment
com a. rrom pg. i
residence nails in an attempt to
prevent overcrowding. Closing
fire escape rooms, . turning
crowded triples Jnto doubles and
creating larger lounges are some
of the ways that this has been
accomplished..
. The Director of Housing, Carol
Morrison, feels it is not
economically practical or feasible
for the College to maintain a large
number of small houses while
there are heated rooms lying
empty in the residence halls. Both
Applications are invited for the
editorships of next year's Thistle
literary magazine and Index
yearbook. If you are interested in
one of these positions, please write
a letter of applications to Professor
Richard Figge, Chairman of
Publications Committee, indicat-
ing your qualifications, experi-
ence, and ideas for the publication.
Applications for the Thistle are
due by Friday, May 11, those for
the Index by Friday, May 18.
Because of the potential risk, it
is important for all women of child
bearing years to have received a
Rubella shot or immunization
unless they themselves have had
Rubella,' in which case they are
rendered immune.
f - w
EARLIER THIS WEEK, Lowry diners were entertained by student jazz musicians Jeff Spatz, Steve
Castle, Blair Price and friend Ed Prem. Photo by Leslie Schwartz.
SAB Concerned With Ticket Sales
cont'd, from pg. 1
community area. Although
tomorrow's concert, which is of a
much' more mellow nature than
Senior Week cause. Highlights of
this production include Dr. Logan
of the Speech department, music
professors Russell, Hamilton, and
Dykstra, Gordon Shull of the
Political Science department, Dr.
Bucher and Dr. Tait of the Religion
department, Lee Culp from the.;
administration and the interns.
The committee wants to
encourage all students and faculty
to come and support this event
and to thank the faculty and
administration for their help.
There will be a movie the same
evening; show times are 6, 8 and 10
cont'd, on pg. 6 .
Ms. Morrison and Dwight Moore
are concerned with keeping the '
rising expenses down while at the
same time continuing the small
house option within the housing'
program. - There are thirteen
remaining non-progra- m houses
aside from the seven previously
mentioned. The final decision as to
which houses will be closed is
based on the condition of the
house and proximity to the
campus and will be known some
time next week.
he ChittumT
Jtwtitn
May 4,
W.
r
the country-roc- k style of Charlie
Daniels, was not meant to be
exclusively designed for the
campus, it has attracted only a
minimal number of people from
off-campu- s. Because of this,
student support is even more
essential if this concert is td be
successful. " The 1,500 tickets
available must be completely sold
out for the committee to begin to
break even on the program.
The main objective of the SAB is
not to profit financially from
student activities, but to sponsor
events and concerts that are well ,
supported and well received. In
the same respect, the SAB cannot
afford to lose large amounts of
money on their events. Ned
Edwards of the SAB bluntly stated
that, "If we don't have good turn
Women Joggers
Men Show Lack
cont d. from pg. 2
We are sure the majority of men
on campus are sincerely
supportive of this issue. But there
seems to be a small minority which
finds it amusing to yell obscenities
at passing women. We'd like to let
these people know that it is not
funny in the least. It is disgusting
and humiliating and a tiny bit
frightening. Even more infuriating
is the realization that if it had been
daylight or if they hadn't been
yelling from their windows no one
New Draft Bill Necessitates Action
cont'd, from pg. 2
know where we stand.
For information regarding this
issue, call the American Friends
Service Committee (AFSC) at
13 SOUTH MAIN STREET
RITTMAN, OHIO 44270
TELEPHONE: 216-925-397- 7
See hundreds of beautiful gemstones on display in our store. We have blue
lapis lazuli, pink rhodocrosite, the beautiful green bands and circles of
malachite, many types of picture jaspers, the fiery play of colors in opal and fire
agate. These and other stones are different sized cabachons in ovals, rounds,
squares, and rectangles. Many are exciting freeform shapes.
Select from our beautiful display of men's or ladies' handcrafted 14K gold
and sterling silver jewelry. Or choose your own stones and let us create a fine
piece of jewelry for you.
U you are a silver of goldsmith let us become your local source of quality cut
gemstones. Buy one or dozens of stones.
We also have diamonds, Bulova watches, silver and gold chain, gifts.
Mon.-Sa- t. 9 a.m.-- 5 p.m.
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outs for concerts, we won't be able
to have any."
Livingston Taylor and Alex
Bevin appeared together on the
Wooster campus in 1974. Taylor,
who has focused his career on
tours rather than recording, has
done so because of his love of live
audiences. Alex Bevin, who will be
opening the concert, is a native of
Cleveland and has recently
released a new album entitled
"Grand River Lullabye."
Concert goers should be
prepared for a security check at
the door of McGaw, which is
standard practice at this sort of,
event. Each person will .be
searched for alcoholic beverages
or any cans, bottles or food, being
that those items will be prohibited
within the concert auditorium.
Face Harassment;
of Consideration
would have had the nerve to say
anything. Only when there was no
cnance ot confrontation or
recognition did these people feel
safe in expressing such insulting
remarks. We have written this
letter hoping these men would
realize that what they consider an
amusing game is not innocent fun
but rather a vicious and
demeaning thing.
Carole Chrvala
Pam Radice
Humanity House in Akron (9-- 5
p.m.) at 253-718- 0, or on campus
contact John Rider at ext. 443 or
Box 2580.
tffThe ChittumTV
Cuban Psychiatric Hospital Reveals
Gouhtry's Approach To
: By Rev. Gordon C. Stewart
--
'
r. During my visit to Cuba we
visited a psychiatric hospital on
.
" the outskirts of Havana and
' j caught
.
a glimpse of "Cuba's
,; approach to mental health.
- Escorted by ; the Administrative
- v Director of the hospital and a stafi
'S psychiatrist, we toured the many
buildings and projects contained in
the hospital . grounds " and : had
ample opportunity to observe
'
.
patients in their normal routine
'
At this particular hospital there
were 3,500 patients, attended by
--;.- fifty psychiatrists,
.
twenty-fiv- e
psychologists, and twenty-fiv- e
psychometrists (testers)! Patients
; who are capable of benefiting from
therapy are involved -- in small .
- groups of less than ten persons for .
group therapy once a week.
ri.,V.vMost these patients," said
..n.f,.'the psychiatrist, wB never- - be
"" healed. But they can be rehabili-- ;
. tated and live relatively normal
,
- Eves. They deserve to be treated
& human beings." - .7
Many of the chronic patients
join acute patients in group homes
where they work alongside other "
.presumably healthy workers in
factories and on farms. "Die goal is
rehabilitation of the person,
- defined by the hospital staff as a
' sense of self-wort- h and "finding a
.
way to be useful to themselves,
.--
;
their families and the society." ;
All therapy is centered around
work. Every patient who is able
is'c?iavlivbw wage for hisher
board and enough to send some '
: money home. The continuing --
- connection with the family and the --
feeling of being, a contributor
rather than a drain,", said the .
administrator, "is very important
. to a sense of self-worth- ." -
The work within the hospital is
varied and teal. ."You will notice
- that when .we talk about
'occupational therapy' we are not
-
- talking about taking a brick from
Parking Regulations Now Enforced
I cont'd, from pg. i . -
Severence and Lowry parking
otsV ' . 1 ,
--
.Student parking is a problem
. because ofthe limited space. More
students have cars on campus thist year. than any other year. Many
students try to park in their
assigned lot only to find all the
spaces are taken. They then park
in another lot or an illegal or
restricted
,
parking area. Some
restricted parking areas are not
marked' An example is the east
end of Wagner. This parking area
is for staff only; however, there is
no sign or yellow marker
announcing that fact. Numerous --
students have been ticketed for
this and other incidences they
could not avoid or foresee.
Security is aware of these
3roolems. 1 ney; avoid towirtq cars
tNu
jj Complete Hair G
-- iiyS REDKEN i
. here and moving it over there! It is
not make-shi-ft worle. It is work
which makes a real contribution to
the society." Some patients work
on the chicken farm, producing
: chicken broilers (3-- 5 lbs. each)
Other patients work r in the
warehouse which supplies the
hospital with its basic needs. The
warehouse is staffed fifty percent
by patients and fifty "percent by
outside : employees. Still, other
--patients are barbers and
beauticians for the patients or are
employed as artists. Less skilled
chronic patients are repairing used
furniture, hooking rugs, making
shoes, and sewing.
. .
" Staying behind the rest of the
touring group, I stood behind a
severely handicapped patient who '
was pounding a nail, attempting to
straighten it. As I stood there"
thinking to myself that this looked
: an awful lot like taking a rock from
here to there, the patient noticed
me watching and, turning around,
said to me proudly: This is
important; We don't have
enough." In everything there was
purposiveness and meaning to the
' work, and the consciousness of
contribution and the significance
of work was high.
One of the central ingredients of
.
Cuba's approach to mental health
is sports. The hospital has its own
track and field facility and a
baseball field that would rival any
major league ball park in the
, country. We watched patients as
they raced toward the goal line and
as they threw, the discus. The
sports program i at the hospital is,"
like the rest of the
.
hospital's
program, not without purpose.
Each year there is an Olympics in
the sports arena in Havana in
which psychiatric patients .
participate in track and field
events and in baseball.
None of this is to imply that
there were no people staring off
into space. There were the same
blank stares one finds in any
psychiatric fvwwtsl Vt tka.
if at all possible. Often if a student
takes a ticket he feels is unjustified
to the Security Office he finds they
are willing to ignore it. However,
Security has found that many of
the parking violations are due to
the laziness or apathy, of the,
students. They urge students to be
considerate and in particular to
regard to the handicapped, mail
loading zones, and crosswalk in
front of Lowry. These three are
their primary concern. The circle ;
in front of Lowry is a confined and
important traffic area and strict
enforcement must be taken there.
264-401- 1
Beautiaue
GREEN THUMB FLORAL
Coinages for all occasions
135BeaIIAve.
Skin Core Service
264-553-5
AA1
Mental
working - assumption of - their
approach 1 seemed to make
eminent sense, i.e., that people's
sense of ; self-wort- h is deeply
related to whether they feel
significant to others. Cuban
'occupational therapy recognizes
that fact and, by combining
psychiatric ' therapy with theimportance
. of work and
contribution, is attempting, in the
words of the psychiatrist, "to open
a trail in the jungle of psychiatry."
(This is the second in a series of '
articles by Rev. Cordon Stewart,
minister of Westminster Church,
who visited Cuba in February-Marc- h
as participant , in a
theological consultation
Students Respond To Situations At
Hand During SGA 'Gripe Session9
cont'd, from pg. 4
of Campus Council, but that it
should instead be given separate
' funds. One student complained of
the poor -- registration afforded
transfer students, while another
'lamented the - refusal to hold
campus crusades.
Mary Beidler put forth a
"statement for the Arts," asking
that there be. separate
departments for. speech and
theatre and a dance program
independent . of the phys-e- d
department. She also mentioned
the. problems in the Art building
itself, and the fact that there was
no attempt t& improve it until
offices were moved in.
One problem that has perhaps
not been given enough
consideration was voiced by
sophpmore Tom Litzler
concerning the lack of credit for
time and effort put into science
labs.
.
-
-
.
George Crisci discoursed at
length upon the fact that out of the
tuition only thirty-si- x dollars' is
officially set aside for student
activities. Perhaps, he concluded
somberly, people leave this school
because they can find a place with
better, social quality. Here Ned
Edwards, assistant chairperson of
S.A.B., addressed a complaint
directly to the students
concerning the fact that only 350
tickets have been sold so far for
Saturday's concert.
The question of curriculum
Smithvillo Inn
.109 West Main
" Smithvllle
. "Where Chicken Is King-- ;
8C3-S3- 41
1583 Madison Ave.
,
May 4.
i
BILL BAIRD stood up for the
student's complaint during the
Schivartz.
arose, accompanied by the
general controversy.
. Some
students appreciate the routine of
quarters, while others feel more is
learned on semesters. Bob Yopko
asked: "Why was I sent home in
December to hibernate for a whole
month?" .
One student spoke of how more
must be done to represent black
students: "It is something that
should be done and we shouldn't,
put it off any longer." Mary Beidler
here took the opportunity to
declare: "Let's not just talk about
the integration of races, let's talk
about the integration of
individuals." "
The recent MD 2020
: - r& Ik
a m
o
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administration responding to a
Gripe Session.'. Photo by LeK
advertisement in the voice was
brought up, only to be torn down
by some and glorified by others.
Dave Maurice termed it "the best
thing that's happened to the Voice
so far."
Raftus spoke of the importance
of I.S. projects and the deficiency
of advisors such as her own who
never found the time to come to
any of her performances and of
second readers who never read
The session ended with a
statement by Greg Hook,
chairperson of S.A.C., concerning
the complaints made. "Let's work
together...' people can change
. things if they all work together, not
one by one."
casufesiiesil&f'
lacaect in"
ctujtnaufsv
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Jefferson's Original Drama 'Amandla'
Scheduled For Freedlander Debut
The College of Wooster proudly
announces the premier perfor-
mance of Amandla, written and
directed by Professor Annetta
Jefferson. This is the spring
production to be presented in the
Freedlander Theatre during
Parents' Weekend, May 10-1- 3.
Amandla deals with the
controversial Apartheid govern-me- nt
of South Africa and its
effects on both Blacks and Whites.
It was inspired by the case of Steve
Biko, a Black activist, who was
killed in prison during
interrogation by the Security
Police. At the beginning of the
play, the main character, NKosi
(Vernon Wyley), is planning a
general strike of the factories in
protest against the treatment of
Black workers. He becomes
Tiends with Dan Fields (Scott
Flair Travel
Consultants
345 E.BOWMAN ST.
For Your
Convenience
Just off the Collogo
Campus For ALL
Your Trsvsl Inquiries
and Nosds
CALL
264-650- 5
Power), a liberal History Professor
at the University who, despite the
dangers to his own position, wants
to assist the Bantu in gaining their
civil rights. However, Fields must
deal with Bernard (Christopher
Henley), the Minister of Police, his
daughter's lover and a staunch
supporter of the Apartheid
government. The rest of the play is
concerned with what happens to
NKoski, his family and friends
when they attempt to bring about
change in a country deeply rooted
in racism.
Amandla answers no Questions -
Seniors Plan Activities
For Spring Celebration
cont'd, from pg. 3
o'clock. Monty Python's And Now
For Something Completely
Different will be shown in Mateer
arid profits from that will also go
toward Senior Week activities and
the senior class gift. The
committee hasn't decided on the
gift, but it is considering trees and
scholarship funds at this time.
The Senior Week committee is
also co-sponsori- ng the dunking
booth with SAB on Alferd E.
Packard Day. The faculty and
administration . participation is
greatly appreciated. Highlights are
.Carol Morrison, Howard Raber,
Glenn Bucher, Dr. Tait, Dwight
Moore and Betty Doty. Parents'
Weekend (this date may be moved
back), there will be an auction,
selling gifts donated by faculty and
administration (i.e., -- dinners,
services). Last, but not least, Don
' Noll is ordering T-shir- ts with every
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
243 W. North Street
262-58S- 6
TUe IMnckn. IJattv
Will Be
Here
Watch for
4. 1979
further details
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
and offers no solutions, but is an
artistic statement about a complex
and inhumane political system
which brings tragedy to so many 1
people, the victims and the,
oppressors. The problem '-- is
universal in that so many parallels
can' be drawn between South .
Africa and other countries where
tyranny is a way of life.
Three evening performances
will be given at 8:15, Thursday ,
through Saturday, with a Sunday
matinee at .2 p.m. on May .131.
Tickets are $3 for the general
Dublic and $2.50 for students.
Senior's name printed on them;
These will be in within the week.
For every T-shi- rt sold, Don Noll is
donating a dollar to the senior gift
fund. Support this year's senior
class and buy one.
Senior Week
.
wfll run from
. Wed., June 6 through Saturday,
, June 9. Senior Week activities
include a hiau with local alumni on
Wednesday , an afternoon at Quail
Crest Farm with a - live band,
sports activities,- - and beer (the
facilities have been offered free)
on Thursday, and that same night
a Pajama Party in the Bookstore
from 11-- 1, thanks to Don Noll, a.
- canoe trip at Mohican State Park
on Friday, followed by Pizza Night
in the Cage thanks to Howard
Raber, and finally, on Saturday, a
trip to Cedar Point and golf,
tennis, and bowling tournaments
here with a barbecue and ice
cream social. " - ' - '
. The committee would like to
give special thanks to Sue Lundal
. and the Alumni House for all then-help- ,
along "with Howard Raber, :
Don Noll and faculty and
' administration who have offered
their time and services.
X"
"
I Public Square-- : ' Phone 262-588- 6; . jj
tooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooocCIT Y
NEWS
S. Market
262
Magazines -
Greeting Cards, J
Vcc3tcr College Gtcdcnta
Fri. & Sot" Only
May 4th 6 5th
.
;
ZXJC
v Good on any
262-877- 6Phomne
BRENNER
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
.-
- Classified . advertising is now
available in, the Voice a a special
economy rate: 15 words or less,
51; 25 words or less, $1.75, ($.05
for each additional word). Send
payment with ad to Voice, box
3187 by -- Tuesday before
publication.
.Yv
EVENTS
' Lasagne supper at Arts &
drafts Show at the OARDC on
Friday, May 11. Sandwiches and
snacks served May 11, 12, 13.
Sponsored by Jr. - Progress
League.
Need something to do with your
parents on Parents' Weekend?
Arts & Crafts Show, OARDC
Auditorium, May 11, 12, 13.
I SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers . safe, personalized
- and- - confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Moderate fee,
ADC accepted. 513 West Market
St. CaU toll free: 1-800-362- -9150,
Nuclear Energy
To Be Protested
In Washington
: cont'd, from pg. 3 '. -
diverse number of interest groups.
One of the better known and most
influential of these is Ralph
Nader's - Public Interest Group
(PIRG). Among the speakers- - at
the demonstration will be Jane ,
Fonda, Tonr-'- " Hayderrjr Sam ,
Lovejoy, Maggie - Kuhn, Grace
Paky Kurt Vonnegut, Barry
Commoner, Ramon Rudea, Helen "
Cauldicott, Michael Harrington
and many more. Entertainment
will be provided by Graham Nash,
John Sebastian, John Hall and
Dan Foqelberg.
.
-5151
Newspapers
Smoke Shop
item in store, j -
f16 Liberty St.
Bros
' I FOR SALE
- BUY NOW AND SAVE! .
--
' Tickets for the Livingston
TaylorAlex Bevin concert on sale
at Lowry front desk. Today is the-la- st
day for the $3 discount rate.
Tickets will be $5 at the door.
ATTENTION ATHLETES! p
Men' and women! Sports pictures
are available in the Voice office for
only 75. Here's a chance to find
Your picture! (Voice office ; is
always open from 9-- 1 i a.m.;
otherwise, contact Lisa V.)
.
iimmnimi 1 1 1
Applications are now being
accepted for two production .
positions with the Ohio , Light .
Opera Company at the College of
Wooster this summer. The Ohio
Light ' Opera Company wiH
.be .
"performing its 1979 Gilbert and
Sullivan Festival at . the
Freedlander Theatre from June 26
through July 29. - ,
' The positions of Assistant Stage .
Manager and BoxOfficeMandger --
are" OpeW tO 'ny coUeestfldent
who has had some experience in
v these areas. Salaries plus free
housing will be provided. The
entire Ohio Light Opera Company
is scheduled to report to the ; .
campus on June 7. . .
Anyone interested in applying '
should contact Dr. Stan Schultz,
Director of Theatre and Managing
Director of the OLOC at Wishart
117, or phone ext. 541.
t-t.-
t.f t ,t t w.t f.t.t.fjr.t. 1 1 1 1 1 1 .
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Knox Belts Qberliri:
Scots Set Records
By Hank Sperry -
The - promoters would have
billed it The.Mike Knox Show."
Knox's act would be tough to
copy.
"The sophomore pitched the
second Scot no-hitt- er in a week,
was perfect at the plate with a
homerun, and generally destroyed
the Oberlin Yeomen Saturday.
The Scots rallied behind him and
thrashed the Yeomen 941 in rru
' opener, and 8-- 2 in the nightcap. :
- Knox was almost perfect.
Oberlin had only one baserunner.
' Steve Miller reached on an error in
the second inning, but was quickly
erased when John Canby hit into a.
6-4-- 3 double play. From that point
on, Knox was perfect. He retired
seventeen consecutive ' batters
, and struck out nine.
v
.
Only Knox's performance at the
plate could outshine his mound
' heroics. His homerun came in the
- first with BiD Colvin aboard. He
slammed ;: three more hits to
complete the 4-for- -4 day. Walt
Vanderbush was also perfect. He
collected three hits in three trips
and knocked in two runs. Tim
Basilone collected two RBrs and
' Colvin stole a couple of bases.
.
.
- Jim "Rabbit" Herold's speedy
! base running sparked the Scots' 8--2
rout in the nightcap. Rabbit
banged two hits, stolejwo bases,
and scored three runs. Basilone
-- continued his RBI tear, driving in
two.-- The . Scots scored in every '
Vanderbush pitched five innings
of shutout ball. Chuck Chokenea --
came on in the sixth and
experienced a little trouble, but
Bob McFadden nailed down the
victory in the seventh.
The victory marked the fourth
consecutive season that a
Wjxster team has won 30 games.
i .Heidelberg -- was the only
challenger to the Scots in the OAC
Northern Division.
Not any more.
The Scots whipped the Student
Princess, 4-- 1, Tuesday to virtually
assure the Northern champion-
ship. '
.
-
Things were a bit tense the first-fe- w
innings. The Scots loaded the
bases with no out in the first. But
Heidelberg pitcher Dean Supan
bore down and retired the Scots 1-2- -3
to end the threat Wooster
again jammed the sacks in the
third, and again Supan became
' "Mr. Clutch." "We weren't used to
those pressure situations,",
reasoned coach Bob Morgan.
Russ Crawford was pitching a
typical .Russ Crawford- - game.
Through three innings he hadn't
allowed a hit. But the Student
Princes struck for a run in the
fourth to take the lead.
' The' Scots finally solved Supan
.
in the sixth, scoring an unearned
run. Wooster scored three runs in
the eighth to ice it. Sparky Kraus
walked,', went to third on
McFadden's clutch hit, and scored
the game-winne- r' when Colvin
singled. Basilone then singled to
drive Colvin and McFadden
across. -
,
Crawford continued his mound ;
artistry, alowing only four hits and
striking out ten to win his seventh 1
.
game without a loss.
- The Scots, now 3 1-1- -1 and 7-0- 1n
the OAC, have won 23 straight
games. The OAC record is 24, and
the Scots -- will be out to tie that
mark today against Akron. A win
would also set a new school record .
for victories in a season. The Scots
will also host Kenyon in a double- -
.
header tomorrow.'
Knox Takes OAC By Storm.. .
Cleans House of OAC Accolades
Mike Knox's performances on
the mound and at the plate have
made' the Wooster sophomore the
i first, player ever to receive Ohio
Conference player of the week
'honors as both a pitcher and a
nirter.
' Knox, a - hard-throwin- g
righthander from Callery, Pa.,
" faced the seven-innin- g minimum of
21 batters in spinning a 9-- 0, no-hitt- er
versus Oberlin last week.
- Mike struck out nine, walked none
and allowed only one baserunner,
who reached via an error The.
runner was thrown out trying to
steal His 1.94 ERA is ninth in the
conference and tie's the loop's,
second jwinningest pitcher with a
6-- 0 ledger. - v. .' ' .
--i ? In three : Wooster wins last
not pitching, went six for nine at
the plate, clubbing three
homeruns and knocking in seven
tallies. He leads the league in RBrs
per game with a 1.29 mark, is
second, in total RBrs with 3 1, and is
third in round-trippe- r sfwith five.
- Outstanding, efforts by
Otterbein's Randy Pontius and
Marietta's Dan Scheffel earned
them honorable mention
recognition. Pontius, a sophomore
from Circlevffle, went eight for 13
(.615) with five RBI's, a triple, two
stolen bases and four runs scored '
to lead Otterbein to four victories.'
Scheffel, a senior from Hamilton,
was - impressive in going the.
distance in
.
a 16-- 0 . win over .
Wittenberg, scattering six hits
over nine innings, fanning nine and
allowing only one walk.
i'-i-
-- -
..
UJVOrnSEMENT. .- -. -
.
. .
- LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK H
.
I wffl give no deadly mecbcin to anyone '4 asked, nor suggest' such counad, and in Eke
.marmef, I wiB not give a uroman a pessary to produce abortion. -
. : .
- v.. r Oath of Hippocrates
- f v- - .- - ABORTION FACTS. . -i "It was repulsive to watch live fetuses being packed n ice whiestS moving arid tryingto breathe, then being rushed to a laboratory." Upon her request tobe excused from
torping with such abortions, she was threatened with "being fired, harassment,
;. intimidation, restriction! in assigned duties," and finaiiy qwt her job.
Testmory, Mrs. W. Pick, anaesthetist
r
. . ,
IQfwsyhjGntQ Abortion Conwtttttton
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX S3S, WOOSTER, OHIO
v..,.-..- --. r. : 2M-528- 9 - ,: k-:-
' I39AC rui urn Prifry Aid 1-4191- 372 MANSFELD
.
'.-
-
--
: :
.' .
May
.
.
r tt.-- ivi I
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THE WOOSTER WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD TEAM
narrowly lost the first dual meet in the team's history on Tuesday,
at home against Lorain County Community College. Here
Charlotte Inforzato passes to Heather Murphy during the 400
meter relay. Photo by Amy Sancett a.
Scotties Pommel Oberlin
, r By Kathy Majeski
Saturday afternoon the
women's lacrosse team displayed
their authority defeating the
.
Oberlin Yeomen, 18-8- r and
running their season record to 4-2-- 1.
The Scotties, who never trailed,
were led by senior Carol Bowers
with ix goals and an assist, and
freshman Sandy Stratton with four
goals and three assists. Freshman
Amy Barnard proved that the
defense can score as she tallied
three goals. The offensive attack
was rounded out by Kathy
Seaman and. Nancy Hall, who
scored two goals each. Kirsten
Muyskens added a goal and an
assist, followed by Jenny Harland
with a goal.
Beth Sperry played a solid game
in goal with 12 saves. She had the
help of Jean Campbell, Barnard
and Muyskens who not only
played excellent defensive games,
but also helped to-- spark the
.
offense. , -
"Carol Bowers and Sandy "
Stratton' continue to play ";
outstanding games, and they've
CHINESE RESTAUR AfVT
'
- f . - - ". n
Roe Qiinese and
American cuisine
Cany our available
514 East Ubrty Street
. Wooster. Ohio
now learned to work well
together," said coach : Kathy
Fitzgerald. The fact that we were
stronger, faster and came up with
the ball helped us to dominate the
game."
I WORLD-WID- E J
TRAVEL
SERVICE
I TAKES YOU
Plasma donor special with this ad.
i, T-J-tt fj
OpM Mon.-S- at 7:30 AM - 4
372 E. Exchange St, Akron
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Laxmen Bag
Michigan;
Kenyon Next
By Jay Keller
The men's lacrosse team
defeated Michigan State Saturday
by a score of 13-1- 0, propelling
"themselves into sole possession of
fast place in their division. The
Scots were short four players but
managed to fill the holes with a
strong showing from the bench.
Coming from behind, the Scots
fired themselves up for the second
half, scoring 5 goals in the third
quarter and 4 in the fourth. Jay
Ewart started in the goal and
finished the game with 17 saves.
Scoring for the Scots were George
Muller, 4 goals, 3 assists; Scott
Baxter, 4 goals, 1 assist; Dave
Swift, 2 goals; John Pizzarelli, 1
goal, 1 assist; Bill Duke, 1 goal, 1
assist; and Bill Beattie, 1 goal.
The team is now 5--2 in the.
college division and 6-- 2 overall.
The laxmen are home against
Kenyon tomorrow at 1:30. With
the newly discovered bench
support and return of four starting '
players the Scots are hoping to .
keep play-of- f bids alive.
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.?:''Austin Sets New Mark;"
Track Sweeps Tri-Me-et
By Jim Wilkins
The College of Wooster track
team, paced by Ron Austin's
school record jump of 6--8 in the
high jump, swept a tri-me- et from
Muskingum and. Lorain County
Community College Tuesday at
Wooster. The Scots scored 75
points while Muskingum finished
with 59 and Lorain CCC with 27,
The double win improved the
Scots' record to 8-- 4.
Austin's jump of 6--8 bettered the
Wooster record of 6-- 6 that he had
shared with King Lewis and also
qualified him for the Ohio
Conference championships and
the NCAA Division III national
meet. Lewis was second with a
jump of 6-- 4.
Lewis also placed second in the
long jump (21-ll,- 4) and in the triple
jump (44), both jumps qualifying
him for the conference meet.
"King hasn't been able to work
out for two weeks because of a bad
knee and to see him come back
this strong is really .satisfying,"
coach Jim Bean said.
Both Scot relay teams won as
the 400 relay of Tim Jackson, Bo
Loeffler, Eric Showes and John
Ferenchik were clocked in 44.1.
The 1600 relay of Jeremy Dahl,
Ron Strine, Dave Dorinski and
Loeffler finished in 3:25.9. Both
times were the Scots fastest of the
year.
The Scots faired well in the
sprints as Jackson won the 100 in
11.3, Dahl won the 200 in 22.8 and
Wayne Chalfant captured second
in the 400 in 52.8. Keith Allen won
the 400 intermediate hurdles in
moxe
G3
PHONE 24-216- 1 w
59.0. ... , -
The distance crew failed to win
an event, - but turned in some
strong performances. Mark
Elderbrock was . second in the
5,000 with a personal best of 1620
while Matt Morra was fourth. In
the 1500, Jim Wilkins had a
personal best of 4:13.7 in finishing
.third while John Johns was fourth
in4:20.1. ,. -
Todd Lamb continued to look
impressive, in the weight events
winning the discus with a toss of
142-- 1 and finishing second in the
shot put with a 47--1 effort.
"It's easy to pick out bright --
spots in this meet because there
were plenty of them," Bean said.
"Our relay teams, Ron Austin,
King Lewis were just the most
satisfying. Tve been waiting a long .
time to see Austin get the record
.
and he finally made it."
Netters Take Dive
The Wooster men's tennis
team's rollercoaster season
continued last week with a couple
of unfortunate turns.
Saturday the Scots put their
five-gam- e winning streak on the
line against a very fine Wittenburg
team. Eight hours later, after the
rains had cleared, the roller-coast- er
had started its descent; a
heartbreaking 5-- 4 loss being the
cause. That gravitating continued
Tuesday as the Akron Zips
handed the Scots a 6-- 3 loss. ...
Tomorrow the netmen wrap up
their home slate against Heidel-
berg at 1:30 in what they hope wiD
be a positive turn so they can be in
high gear for next week's OAC
championships.
nns;
BLANK TAPE SPECIAL SALET
1 DOLLAR OFF EACH TAPE '
ALL WEEK LONG l
Starting mon. May 7th and
ending sat. May 12th, we at
FAR EAST AUDIO wish to
thank C.O.W. students by . ;
having our best sale ever T
LP's a PRE-RECORD- ED TAPES
ON SALE.TOO! ' :
$4.99 for 798 list Id's (5.26, 5j66)f
$5.74 for 8.98 list Id's freg. 6.69): f;
Start summer off right and ;
come visit us at..'.'
ii. uranr PAR, EAST"
AUDIO
i
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TIM JACKSON goes for the distance in the long jump. Photo by
Amy SancmtteL
- '..
Honors Flow at Banquet
For Scottie Basketball
Seniors Dick Ahman, Randy
Backus, Fred Balser, Sam Dixon,
and George Zambie, , whose
friendship and. teamwork
propelled the Scot basketball team
to a 22--6 record the past season,
headed the - honor roll at the"
College of Wooster basketball
Sunday.' -banquet -
Balser and Dixon shared the
Most Valuable Player Award. In
addition, Balser was voted by his
teammates as the player who
contributed most to the morale of
the team and best offensive player.
Altman was selected as -- Most
Improved, and junior Jim Burns
captured best defensive - player
honors. Burns was also selected to
serve as captain of next year's
squad.
Freshman Gib Tecca was given
the Bob Blough Award, signifying
excellence in both scholastic and
athletic endeavors. Ernie Infield
presented freshman Dan Reiser
with the Bear Award of Courage --
and Character, given annually to
an unsung player who made a
significant- - contribution - to the
team. . ; --- '" -- .
Coach Al Van Wie was given the
Paul Barrett Coach of the Year
Award Sophomores Roger
Orsinelli and Paul Hammond,
freshmen . Lee : Svete, Tom
Marquette, and John Maiden were
also honored.
Invitational Held At Penn State
"The Pizza with the Big Secret! - J
Mode to Order - Cheese. Pepperonl Sousoger
Mushrooms, Anchovies Peppers. Onkxis
Unbaked pizza to go -- v
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
5 7EIXX)ME TO WOC3TEII! ; -
Come See Us: r:- -
WeeItday8-Sp.m.-la.-m. :
Fri. Satop.m.-2a.m-. -
:! Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1- 2.' Closed Tuss.l ..... -- JrC".v.v.v.v.v.v.vr.vr -
By Cindy Force
The College of Wooster Scottie
Softball team was unable to check
the first inning offensive attack of .'
Lorain County Community
College Tuesday, suffering . its
fourth defeat of the season, 9-4- .' .
' Wooster scored first on a solo
. shot home run by Judy Miller in
- the top half of the first inning. Pat
Buda' then reached base on a.
Commodore error, and Trish-Wilkinso- n
collected two RBrs, --
hammering out the second round
tripper of the inning. - --r -
Lorain " destroyed the - Scottie --
lead, driving home a decisive nine
runs in the home half of the first. ;
The Commodores sent 14 batters
to the-pla- te, scoring on several'
singles, a pair of walks, a home ;
run, and four Wooster errors, j
; Wooster defense allowed no morej
Commodore runs after the-nightmar- e
first inning. ? V J
7 The Scotties rallied again in the.
third inning with a lead oft triple by
Rose Mickley and a Pat Buda.
single, bringing Mickley home.
Wooster's comeback fell short,
however, making the final score 9-- 4
after the third inning. -
According to Wooster" coach-Ric- k
Martinez, the game was over
after the first inning. "We made-ever- y
possible mistake in the first.
The defense just fell apart.
The Scotties travel to Mount
Onion on Saturday,,,. , .
overall' 1,248 score. Dan Iceman
carded a 77, 79, 85 for a 241 total"
and best team performance.
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' The kev to havina money
later is with savins now. We
can help you with one of our
many savings plans. ' Let'
your money grow so it can
ui Jock tomorrow, i
- Firti Federal :.
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Humbles Wooster Golf Team
The College of Wooster golf
team traveled to the Perm State
Invitational this weekend and
placed 19th in the field. '
Perm State won; the invita--
tional by one stroke with a three
round score of -- 1,121. - Virginia
Tech recorded a 1,122, with
Indiana University of Pennsylvania '
'
and Allegheny College 20 strokes
back at 1,142 and 1,143 for the
third and fourth place. . . , - '
,r Gary Durban of Penn State was
individual medalist with 74-74-71-2- 19:
There vere more than ; 10
-- Division I schools in "the keen '
competition.
-
-
-
- Wooster finished last with an
'764 Pittsburgn ., r
Avenue :- :
Scbttie Softball
Suffers Setback
At Lorain
-
.
J
